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a b s t r a c t

Nanostructures and nanoparticles of Ag and Au offer large enhancements of optical responses such as opti-
cal absorption, Rayleigh and Raman scatterings and their nonlinear counterparts to adsorbed molecules.
Such enhancements originate from the strong plasma (plasmon) resonance of Ag and Au and have been
widely applied for the sensitive detection of various organic and biomolecules under the terminology of
surface enhanced spectroscopy, the most common example being surface enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS). Although SERS has turned out to be one of the most sensitive analytical techniques, fundamental
issues such as lack of conclusive experimental evidence for validating the mechanism underlying SERS
and difficulty to establish potential applications of SERS in daily life limit its recognition. Single nanopar-
ticle spectroscopy due to its ability to correlate enhanced Raman scattering with other optical properties
g nanoaggregate

wofold electromagnetic enhancement
ingle nanoparticle spectroscopy

of metal nanoparticles is a powerful method for clarifying the mechanism underlying SERS. In this article,
we review our recent advances in the experimental evaluation of SERS mechanism. In particular, using
single nanoparticle spectroscopy, we attempted to quantitatively evaluate the enhancement mechanism
underlying SERS at the onset of electromagnetic (EM) theory. Also, we briefly comment on the advantages
of SERS over fluorescence spectroscopy for label-free detection of biomolecules by taking examples from

d rec
our own investigations an

. Introduction

The spectroscopy of enhanced optical responses such as
bsorption, Rayleigh and Raman scattering and their nonlinear
ounterparts in the IR to visible region for molecules adsorbed on
g and Au nanostructures is widely known as surface enhanced
pectroscopy, the most common examples being surface enhanced
aman scattering (SERS) and surface enhanced hyper Raman scat-
ering (SEHRS) [1–4]. In particular, huge enhancement factors of
ERS (up to 1014) allow us to sensitively measure spectra of analytes
t single molecule level [5–9]. SERS spectra are composed of many
ibrational bands, which reflect molecular structures and enable
s to pinpoint molecular species without the use of conventional
uorescent labels. The high-sensitivity and selectivity of SERS moti-
ated researchers to extend its application towards biotechnology

10–13]. This extension was mostly triggered by the introduction
f single-molecule SERS detection [5–9], the developments in nan-
technology that enabled the preparation of sophisticated metal
anostructres [13–15] and the advancements in theoretical cal-
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E-mail address: tamitake-itou@aist.go.jp (T. Itoh).
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ent reports by others.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

culation including finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
[7,16–19].

Despite the significant impact of SERS in basic research, fun-
damental issues such as lack of conclusive experimental evidence
for validating the mechanism underlying SERS and difficulty to
establish potential applications of SERS in daily life limit its public
recognition. We have undertaken different approaches to address
the above two issues. We attempted to resolve the first issue by
identifying causal relation between the origins of surface enhance-
ment and enhanced optical responses, because these two possible
origins were proposed by many researchers [2,3]. Solution to the
second issue should come from several trial-and-error attempts
in our search for unknown applications of SERS. In this article,
we review two mechanisms underlying SERS, which were pro-
posed based on two different origins of surface enhancement. The
two mechanisms are called the EM mechanism and the chemi-
cal one [2,3]. The EM mechanism is characterized by twofold EM
enhancement of Raman scattering signals of molecules adsorbed

on metal nanostructures; the first enhancement is due to coupling
of plasma resonance with incident light and the second enhance-
ment is due to coupling of plasma resonance with Raman scattering
light [2,7,16,17,19–24]. Here we adopt “plasma resonance” in place
of the widely used terminology “plasmon resonance” because

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2011.03.001
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10106030
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jphotochem
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lasmon means quanta of plasma oscillation inside a metal, which
annot couple with light. Chemical enhancement is characterized
y shifting of Raman scattering in non-resonance to that in reso-
ance through the formation of charge transfer complexes between
dsorbed molecules and metal surface [3,25–29]. Both mechanisms
ere experimentally investigated in detail and found to be correct

19,26,27,30–32]. Thus, in an effort to find out which mechanism
s dominant, we focused our research on quantitative evaluation of
he enhancement factors in different chemical system.

In the present article, we summarize results of our recent exper-
mental investigations to validate the mechanism underlying SERS
19,33–40]. First, using single Ag nanoparticle aggregates, here-
fter nanoaggregates, adsorbed with dye molecules, we illustrate
uantitative evaluation of the enhancement factors within the
ramework of EM theory by deducing causal relations among SERS,
lasma resonance and shapes of Ag nanoaggregates. In short, sin-
le particle spectroscopy enabled us to quantitatively evaluate
ERS spectra within the framework of twofold EM enhancement.
inally, we summarize the advantages of SERS over fluorescence
pectroscopy for label-free detection of biomolecules by taking
xamples from our own investigations. Also, we correlate our
ecent findings with potential applications of SERS [41–43].

. Evidence of “twofold” EM enhancement

The EM mechanism explains single-molecule SERS sensitiv-
ty at interparticle junctions in Ag and Au nanoaggregates based
n the fourth power of local EM-field enhancement factors
s [7,16,17,19,23,29,43,44]. The twofold EM enhancement fac-

or of SERS |M|4s up to 1014 has made sensitive detection of
ingle-molecules realistic [5–9,30,31]. In other words, twofold EM
nhancement is important for verifying SERS enhancement factor
hat enables us to detect single molecules. The first enhancement
s due to coupling between incident light and plasma reso-
ance and the second one is due to coupling between SERS light
nd plasma resonance [2,7,16,17,19–24,33–40]. The relationship
mong plasma resonance, SERS intensity, and Ag and Au nanoag-
regate structures was independently examined to analyze EM
nhancement in SERS [30,33–37,45,46]. On the other hand, the
rst and the second EM enhancements were not independently
reated in the previous work, which therefore, failed to provide
ny conclusive evidence for twofold EM enhancement in SERS.

The twofold EM enhancement provides us with a simple expres-
ion for total SERS enhancement by assuming that it is the product
f EM enhancement of the incident and scattered light pro-
uced by plasma resonance [7,16,17,19,23,30,44,45]. Thus, the total
nhancement factor Mtotal of SERS is given by

total =
∣∣∣∣

ELoc(�L)
EI(�L)

∣∣∣∣
2

×
∣∣∣∣

ELoc(�L ± �R)
EI(�L ± �R)

∣∣∣∣
2

=M1(�L) × M2(�L ± �R) (1)

here EI and ELoc are the amplitudes of the incident and local elec-
ric fields, respectively; �L is the excitation wavelength; +�R and
�R are the wavelengths of the anti-Stokes- and Stokes-shifted
aman scattering, respectively; and M1 and M2 are the first and
he second EM enhancement factors, respectively. The spectrum
f M2(�) is expected to be similar to that of plasma resonance,
ecause the second enhancement was produced by scattering of
aman light through plasma resonance [16,22,23,38–40]. Thus, the
ependence of SERS spectra on plasma resonance maxima can be
onsidered to be a key for identifying the second enhancement.

owever, EM fields on larger Ag nanoaggregates are complex due

o overlapping between dipoles and multipoles [47]. Thus, charac-
erization of the dependence of SERS spectra on plasma resonance

axima has been difficult. This difficulty was resolved by select-
ng Ag nanoaggregates with dipolar plasma resonance that satisfies
obiology A: Chemistry 219 (2011) 167–179

the following two criteria: polarization dependence of a plasma
resonance maximum follows a cosine-squared law, and SERS max-
ima and plasma resonance maxima have the same polarization
dependence to each other. As a consequence of applying these
two criteria, we identified coupling of dipolar plasma resonance
with SERS [33–37]. The experimental setup for selecting such Ag
nanoaggregates is reported elsewhere [48].

We detected Ag nanoaggregate-by-nanoaggregate large varia-
tions in the SERS spectra of R6G [5–9]. In the context of second EM
enhancement in SERS, the SERS spectral variations of R6G can be
explained in terms of the dependence of plasma resonance wave-
length on the structure of Ag nanoaggregate because the coupling
efficiency between SERS light and plasma resonance depends on the
plasma resonance wavelengths. Thus, careful comparison between
SERS spectra and plasma resonance spectra would provide convinc-
ing evidence for twofold EM enhancement.

Fig. 1A–D shows plasma resonance spectra and SERS spec-
tra of R6G from five Ag nanoaggregates selected from the
above two criteria. Note that the SERS bands close to the
plasma resonance maxima are selectively enhanced. This selec-
tive enhancement shows a correlation between the spectra of
SERS enhancement factors and plasma resonance maxima. Thus,
the selective enhancement should provide us with a possibility
to verify second EM enhancement in SERS. Fig. 1E summarizes
the plasma resonance maxima dependence of the anti-Stokes to
Stokes intensity ratios for SERS maxima at 553 nm (+634 cm−1)
and 580 nm (−634 cm−1). According to Eq. (1) this ratio is
given by M1(�L)M2(�L − �R)/M1(�L)M2(�L + �R). Thus, the first EM
enhancement factor M1(�L) cancels. This reduction in the ratio,
M2(�L − �R)/M2(�L + �R), can be correlated with a decrease in the
coupling efficiency of anti-Stokes light and plasma resonance due
to separation of the plasma resonance maxima from anti-Stokes
bands. This correlation supports the conjecture that the second EM
enhancement is associated with the origin of variations in anti-
Stokes and Stokes SERS spectra.

Fig. 1F–H shows excitation wavelength dependence of SERS
spectra for single Ag nanoaggregates and the plasma resonance
maxima dependence of SERS spectra for R6G. SERS spectra of the
aggregate excited at 568 and 647 nm are shown in Fig. 1G and
H, respectively. The intensities of SERS bands around 630 nm in
Fig. 1G, and 660 nm in Fig. 1H are larger than those around 588 nm
and 710 nm. It is apparent that the SERS bands close to the plasma
resonance maxima are selectively enhanced and that this effect is
excitation wavelength dependent. These observations demonstrate
that second EM enhancement is involved in the enhancement of
SERS intensity.

By the correlation between SERS spectra and plasma resonance
spectra we could establish that variations of SERS spectra originate
from selective enhancement of SERS bands for which the spectral
maxima are close to the plasma resonance maxima. In other words,
the origin of the variations in the second EM enhancement is due
to coupling of SERS light with plasma resonance. However, this
consideration does not completely exclude the uncertainty due to
inhomogeneity in the measurements of many nanoaggregates. To
exclude such an uncertainty, the optical property that plasma res-
onance maximum sensitively depends on the refractive index of
the surrounding media [49–51] was applied to the demonstration
of the EM mechanism. From the above relation between SERS and
plasma resonance spectra we expect that twofold EM enhancement
factors depend on the refractive index, which implies that SERS
spectra can be changed by increasing the refractive index of the

surrounding medium. The experimental confirmation of this logi-
cal connection does not need spectral measurements on many Ag
nanoaggregates, because plasma resonance of single Ag nanoaggre-
gates can be changed by simply replacing the surrounding medium
and checking the expected spectral changes in SERS.
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Fig. 1. (A–D) Anti-Stokes and Stokes SERS spectra (solid lines) and plasma resonance spectra (dotted lines) from four representative Ag nanoaggregates. The vertical dashed
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ine indicates the excitation laser wavelength. Plasma resonance maxima in (A–D) w
nti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratios. Doubly circled points indicated by (a–d) corr
t 568 nm, and (H) SERS spectra excited at 647 nm. All spectra in (F–H) were obtain
aken from Ref. [38].

To investigate dependence of plasma resonance and SERS
pectra on the refractive index of the surrounding medium, we
easured their spectra from single Ag nanoaggregates without

nd with covering index matching 20 �m thick oil layer (n = 1.5,
mmersion oil TYPE-F, Olympus, Tokyo). Ag nanoaggregates in such
amples were located at the interface between air (n = 1.0) and glass
n = 1.5). The effective refractive index neff of the interface is ∼1.3
49–51]. Thus, Ag nanoaggregates (∼100 nm) were totally covered
ith oil for which the refractive index is the same as that of glass.

hus, neff of the interface is 1.5.
Fig. 2A–F shows plasma resonance and SERS spectra from three

epresentative single Ag nanoaggregates without and with an oil
ayer. Here we could detect red-shifts in the plasma resonance

axima (Fig. 2A–F). The red-shifts are induced by an increase
n the refractive index [49–51]. As shown in Fig. 2A–F, large
hanges are common to SERS spectra and plasma resonance max-
ma. Such spectral shifts are commonly observed for almost all
ingle Ag nanoaggregates. This observation indicates that the spec-
ral changes in SERS are caused by red-shifts in plasma resonance

axima. The Ag nanoaggregate whose plasma resonance maxi-
um located around 700 nm in Fig. 2E does not show SERS bands
hen covered with and oil layer. The disappearance of SERS band
ay be due to the lack of spectral overlap between SERS and the

wofold EM enhancement factor.
The changes in the SERS spectra induced by surrounding media

re analyzed based on the twofold EM enhancement as indicated

n Eq. (1). SERS spectra are calculated as the products of spectra of

total and Raman scattering derived from ensemble Ag nanoaggre-
ates [39]. We calculated spectra of plasma resonance and Mtotal
or a dimer of Ag nanoparticles using neff = 1.3 and 1.5 by the FDTD

ethod. Fig. 3A and B shows that an increase in neff causes a red-
bserved at 568, 577, 588, and 623 nm. (E) Plasma resonance maxima dependence of
d to the data in Fig. 1(A–D). (F) Plasma resonance spectra, (G) SERS spectra excited
m the same Ag nanoaggregate.

shift in both spectral maximum of the plasma resonance and Mtotal.
Fig. 3C and D shows the calculated SERS spectra using neff = 1.3 and
1.5, respectively. The calculated changes in SERS spectra are con-
sistent with the experimental ones in Fig. 2A–D. This consistency
verifies that the SERS spectral changes in Fig. 2A–D are induced by
red-shifts in the spectra of EM enhancement factors, which depend
on the refractive index of the surrounding medium of Ag nanoag-
gregates. Fig. 3E shows the plot of the intensity ratios of anti-Stokes
(619 nm) to Stokes SERS (707 nm) bands against plasma resonance
maxima �p. The inset of Fig. 3E shows the calculated ratios against
�p based on twofold EM enhancement. The calculated ratios using
neff = 1.3 and 1.5 are well consistent with experimental ones.

In this section, Ag nanoaggregate-by-nanoaggregate variations
in SERS spectra and refractive index dependence of SERS spectra
were examined by comparing SERS spectra with plasma resonance
spectra from single Ag nanoaggregates [38,39]. These two results
could be well explained by the selective enhancement of SERS
bands whose maxima are close to the plasma resonance maxima.
The selective enhancement is an evidence for the second enhance-
ment in the EM mechanism of SERS [38,39].

3. Evaluation of twofold EM enhancement factors

Existence of second EM enhancement motivated us to move into
detailed investigation of the EM mechanism of SERS [38,39]. Single-
molecule sensitivity of SERS has been demonstrated by many

researchers using fluorescent molecules including R6G due to their
intrinsic large Raman cross-section and strong optical resonance.
Thus, we also examined the EM mechanism using R6G. The EM
mechanism predicts that in the case of fluorescent molecules, total
intensity is composed of enhanced Raman scattering and enhanced
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Fig. 2. Plasma resonance and SERS spectra of three representative
aken from Ref. [39].

uorescence by the following three parameters: a twofold EM
nhancement factor induced by plasma resonance M1(�L)M2(�),
aman scattering cross section �RS(�L,�), and fluorescence cross
ection �FL(�L,�) with quenching factors q, excitation wavelength
L and Raman scattering wavelength � [22,23,40,52,53]. The EM
echanism can be quantitatively examined by independently

hanging three fundamental parameters: M1(�L)M2(�), �RS(�L,�)
lus q�FL(�L,�), and �L. Furthermore, the calculated M1(�L)M2(�)
nd q also can be correlated with those in the previous reports
22,23,40,52,53].

However, �RS(�L,�) cannot directly be obtained by experiment
ecause strong fluorescence disturbs us to observe �RS(�L,�) for
uorescent dye molecules; also q�FL(�L,�) on a single Ag nanoag-
regate without EM enhancement cannot directly be observed
52]. The Stokes Raman spectrum of R6G was observed only after
emoving strong fluorescence using an ultra fast Kerr shutter [39].
owever, low resolution and only the Stokes Raman spectrum
o not meet the current requirement for examination. To resolve
he issue of the low resolution and the limited spectral region,

e obtained �RS(�L,�) from the high-resolution Stokes SERS spec-

rum of an ensemble of Ag nanoaggregates. We have already
ound that spectral shape of plasma resonance of the ensemble
g nanoaggregates become flat due to the sum of many plasma
esonance spectra whose spectral maxima are different from Ag
Ag nanoaggregates without (A, C, E) and with (B, D, F) covering oil.

aggregates and randomly distribute in the Stokes region [38,39].
Thus, the spectral shapes of M1(�L)M2(�) of ensemble Ag nanoag-
gregates are also flat. For this reason, each spectral line within a
Stokes SERS of an ensemble Ag nanoaggregate will be uniformly
enhanced and the shape of the SERS spectrum becomes equiv-
alent to that of a Raman spectrum. Indeed, we found that the
Stokes SERS spectrum of an ensemble Ag nanoaggregate is equiva-
lent to a Raman spectrum [39]. Thus, we used Stokes SERS spectra
of ensemble Ag nanoaggregates of each dye as a Stokes Raman
spectrum. An anti-Stokes Raman spectrum was calculated using
the Stokes SERS spectrum by taking Boltzmann distribution and
an effect of resonance enhancement into account [39]. Thus, we
obtained the total parameter �RS(�L,�) by combining the exper-
imental Stokes and the calculated anti-Stokes spectra. Note that
the unit of �RS(�L,�) (photoncount) is converted into cross-section
(cm2) using a calculated Raman profile �R(�L,�) of rhodamine
molecule [52]. The Raman profile shows excitation-wavelength
dependence of Raman spectra. A fluorescence spectrum of each
rhodamine molecule in an aqueous solution was substituted for

the parameter �FL(�L,�) because the electronic state of rhodamine
molecules physically adsorbed on an Ag surface is equivalent
to that in solution [39]. The unit of �FL(�L,�) (photoncounts)
is converted into cross-section (cm2) using an absorption spec-
trum derived from Lambert–Beer’s law and fluorescence quantum
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Fig. 3. Calculated spectra of plasma resonance (red lines) and SERS enhancement factors (blue lines) at (A) neff = 1.3 and (B) neff = 1.5. Insets: spatial distribution of SERS
enhancement factors at plasma resonance maxima. Scale bars are 50 nm. Calculations of SERS spectra at (C) neff = 1.3 and (D) neff = 1.5 following Eq. (1). (E) Experiments of
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p dependence of intensity ratios of anti-Stokes to Stokes SERS bands at 619 nm a
nti-Stokes to Stokes SERS bands at 619 nm and 707 nm without and with coverin
eader is referred to the web version of the article.)
aken from Ref. [39].

fficiency of R123, R6G, and RB (0.9, 0.95, and 0.70, respec-
ively).

The total emission cross-section spectrum �total(�L,�) is writ-
en as the sum of an enhanced Raman scattering cross-section
pectrum �ERS(�L,�) and an enhanced fluorescence cross-section
pectrum �EFL(�L,�) because both cross section spectra are simul-
aneously enhanced by plasma resonance within the framework of
he EM mechanism [23,40,52]. Thus,

total(�L, �) = �ERS(�L, �) + �EFL(�L, �). (2)

A twofold EM enhancement factor spectrum M1(�L)M2(�) as
ndicated in Eq. (1) is a product of first and second EM enhancement
actors. Note that M1(�L)M2(�) is enhancement factor of electric
eld intensity, not of electric field amplitude. Thus,
ERS(�L, �) = M1(�L)M2(�)�RS(�L, �), (3)

he parameter �EFL (�L,�) in Eq. (2) includes the product of EM
nhancement of absorption and fluorescence [23,40,52]. The first
M enhancement M1(�L) of absorption is equivalent to an increase
7 nm. Insets: calculations following Eq. (1). Blue and red circles show the ratios of
espectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

in the effective absorption cross-section. The plasma resonance
coupled with fluorescence light enhances fluorescence by a factor
of M2(�) and simultaneously quenches fluorescence by a factor of
q through energy transfer to Ag nanoaggregates [23,40,52]. Thus,
quenching factor q is multiplied with �FL(�L,�) for a molecule free
from fluorescence quenching. Thus,

�EFL(�L, �) = M1(�L)M2(�)q�FL(�L, �). (4)

Combination of Eqs. (3) and (4) yields,

�total(�L, �) = M1(�L) [�RS(�L, �) + q�FL(�L, �)] M2(�). (5)

Now we examine key parameters M1(�L)M2(�),
�RRS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�), and �L in Eq. (5). The parameter �L
was determined by the lasers we used. Thus, we closely
examine the ways to evaluate the parameters M1(�L)M2(�)

and �RS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�). The parameter M1(�L)M2(�) can be
Lorentzian:

M1(�L)M2(�) ∝ 1

(1/�P − 1/�)2 + � 2
, (6)
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Fig. 4. (A–C) Total emission spectra of R6G calculated by Eq. (5) (red lines) and experimental SERS spectra (blue lines) from three representative nanoaggregates. SERS spectra
were excited at 568 nm. (D–F) Spectra of M1(�L)M2(�) (red lines) and experimental plasma resonance spectra (blue lines) from three representative Ag nanoaggregates. Note
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hat left and right axes in (D–F) show M1(�L)M2(�) and the cross-sections of experi
he maximum values of M1(�L)M2(�) are inserted in (D)–(F). (For interpretation of
he article.)
aken from Ref. [40].

here �P is the wavelength of plasma resonance; � is the line-
idth inversely proportional to the dephasing time. Because we

elected Ag nanoaggregates showing dipolar plasma resonance, the
adiation damping parameter 1/� in this spectral region dominates
ephasing of the plasma oscillation. Thus, plasma resonance spec-
ra are close to Lorentzian [54,55]. Here, �P and � in a Lorentizan
ine shape in Eq. (6) are assumed to be equivalent to those in an
xperimental plasma resonance line-shape.

Eq. (5) includes the three parameters; M1(�L)M2(�),
RS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�) and �L. To test Eq. (5) it will be neces-
ary to independently change the three parameters. Thus, we
alculated total emission spectra using Eq. (5) and compared those
ith experimental ones in the following three ways and found

onsistency between calculations and experiments.
First, �total(�L,�) from three Ag nanoaggregates with differ-

nt �P and � were calculated using Eqs. (5) and (6) for R6G
xcited at the same �L (568 nm). Here, we focus on the parame-
er M1(�L)M2(�) characterized by experimental �P and � in Eq. (6).
he maximum value of M1(�L)M2(�) and q are fitting parameters.
ig. 4A–C shows three calculated total emission spectra from prod-
ct of M1(�L)M2(�) and �RRS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�) (dotted lines) and
xperimental total emission spectra (solid lines). The calculated
otal emission spectra well describe characteristics of experimental
otal emission spectra. Furthermore, Fig. 4D–F show that spectral

axima and line widths similar to those of assumed M1(�L)M2(�)
pectra (dotted lines) can be obtained from experimental plasma
esonance spectra (solid lines). The similarity shows that plasma
esonance dominates M1(�L)M2(�) spectra.
Second, total emission spectra were calculated from three Ag
anoaggregates for R123, R6G and RB excited at �L (568 nm). Note
hat the values of �P and � for each Ag nanoaggregate are similar to
ach other. Here, we focus on the parameter �RS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�)
haracterized by each dye molecule. In the current calculation,
l plasma resonance spectra, respectively. The values of q are inserted in (A–C), and
ferences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

the maximum value of M1(�L)M2(�) and q are fitting parameters.
Fig. 5A–C shows calculated total emission spectra (dotted lines) and
experimental total emission spectra (solid lines) of R123, R6G, and
RB, respectively. The calculated total emission spectra describe the
following two characteristics: (i) the enhanced fluorescence inten-
sity from 580 to 650 nm of R123 in Fig. 5A is smaller than that of RB
in Fig. 5C, because the fluorescence maximum of R123 (540 nm) is
shifted further from plasma resonance maxima (630 nm) than that
of RB (580 nm); (ii) the experimental total emission spectra provide
characteristics similar to the calculated ones in Fig. 5A–C. This sim-
ilarity indicates that the total emission spectra can be determined
by multiplying M1(�L)M2(�) with �RS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�).

Third, total emission spectra were calculated using Eq. (5) for
R6G at three different �Ls. The maximum value of M1(�L)M2(�)
and q in �RS(�L,�) + q�EFL(�L,�) are fitting parameters. Fig. 6A–C
shows calculated total emission spectra (dotted lines) and experi-
mental total emission spectra (solid lines). Both the calculated and
experimental total emission spectra show the following two char-
acteristics: (i) overlapping a M1(�L)M2(�) maximum with a Stokes
Raman spectrum makes a Stokes SERS dominant in Fig. 6A–B;
overlapping of a M1(�L)M2(�) maximum with an anti-Stokes SERS
spectrum makes anti-Stokes SERS dominant in Fig. 6C; (ii) the
intensity of enhanced fluorescence and SERS spectra in the region
of 620–645 nm in Fig. 6A–C is larger than that in the other
regions because the M1(�L)M2(�) maximum locates at ∼632 nm
in Fig. 6D–F. The above two characteristics are exhibited due to a
common M1(�L)M2(�) spectral shape in Fig. 6A–C. This means that
�L dependence of total emission spectral shapes is determined by

the product of M1(�L)M2(�) and �RS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�).

Last, validity of the two fitting parameters is examined. The
maximum value of M1(�L)M2(�) in Figs. 4–6 ranges from 6.2 × 107

to 1.9 × 109. The q values in Figs. 4–6 range from 2.4 × 10−5 to
1.5 × 10−3. Both the estimated values of M1(�L)M2(�) and q in
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Fig. 5. (A–C) Total emission spectra calculated by Eq. (5) (red lines) and experimental SERS spectra (blue lines, excited at 568 nm in a dashed-and-dotted line) of R123, R6G,
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nd RB, respectively. (D–F) Spectra of M1(�L)M2(�) (red lines) and experimental plas
nd the cross-sections of experimental plasma resonance spectra, respectively. The
n (D–F). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the read
aken from Ref. [40].

he previous work [52] are consistent with those derived from
he calculation based on extended Mie theory and Förster-type
nergy transfer model. The maximum value of M1(�L)M2(�) excited
t different �L are different from each other. The difference in
1(�L) contributed to the difference in the maximum value of
1(�L)M2(�). The maximum value of M1(�L)M2(�) in Fig. 6D–F

s 6.2 × 107, 4.4 × 108, and 1.5 × 109, respectively. The ratio of the
aximum value of M1(�L)M2(�) in Fig. 6D to that in Fig. 6D–F is

:7:24. Fig. 6G shows M1(�L) factor normalized at 514 nm. M1(�L)
t 514 nm, 568 nm, and 647 nm are 1, 3, and 24. Thus, the ratio
f M1(�L) at 514 nm to that at 568 and 647 nm is 1:3:24, both
onsistent with each other.

In this section the EM mechanism was examined by calculat-
ng the total emission spectra by independently changing three
ssential parameters: twofold EM enhancement factors, Raman
lus fluorescence spectra, and excitation wavelengths. Experimen-
al total emission spectra are consistent with the calculated total
mission spectra as a function of the three parameters [40]. Fur-
hermore, the calculated twofold EM enhancement factors and
uorescence quenching factors are consistent with those in the
revious theoretical work [40].

. Quantitative evaluation of SERS using morphologies of
ingle Ag nanoaggregates

Quantitative evaluation of the three key parameters of the
M mechanism in the previous section makes us believe that
wofold EM enhancement plays a dominant role in SERS [40].
his evaluation provided us with comprehensive guideline to
esign nanostructures for SERS. However, twofold EM enhance-
ent factors in the previous evaluation were fitting parameters
o reproduce experimental spectra [40]. Twofold EM enhancement
actors are the functions of plasma resonance, and plasma res-
nance is a function of the morphology of Ag nanoaggregates.
hus, without measurements of the morphology of Ag nanoag-
regates, rigorous calculation of twofold EM enhancement factors
onance spectra (blue lines). Note that left and right axes in (D–F) show M1(�L)M2(�)
s of q are inserted in (A–C), and the maximum values of M1(�L)M2(�) are inserted
eferred to the web version of the article.)

is difficult. In this section, plasma resonance and SERS spectra
from single isolated Ag nanoaggregates are combined with SEM
images to accomplish one-to-one correspondence between optical
properties of plasma resonance, that of SERS, and the morphology
of Ag nanoaggregates. The experimental observations are com-
pared with FDTD calculations of EM fields based on individual
morphology of the Ag nanoaggregates. In this section, we use
Raman scattering derived from ensemble Ag nanoaggregates as
�RS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�), not separate �RS(�L,�) from q�FL(�L,�) in the
evaluation.

Here we add the position coordinate of molecules r in the
twofold EM enhancement factor M1(�L)M2(�) to Eq. (1). Thus,
M1(�L,r)M2(�,r) is changed into

M1(�L, r)M2(�, r) =
∣∣∣∣

Eloc(�L, r)
EI(�L)

∣∣∣∣
2

×
∣∣∣∣

Eloc(�, r)
EI(�)

∣∣∣∣
2

, (7)

where r is an arbitrary position of molecules. To obtain the twofold
EM enhancement factor, M1(�L,r)M2(�,r) in Eq. (7) is summed over
the location of dye molecules on the Ag nanoaggregate, and is thus
rewritten as

N∑

i=1

Mi
1(�L, ri)M

i
2(�, ri) (8)

Mi
1 and Mi

2 are the EM enhancement factors of excitation and scat-
tered light at the center of gravity ri of a molecule i, and N is the total
number of molecules. Accordingly, the total cross-section spectra
�total(�L,�) is given by [23]

�total(�L, �) =
N∑

[�RS(�L, �) + q�FL(�L, �)]Mi (�L, ri)M
i (�, ri). (9)
i=1

1 2

For an Ag nanoparticle dimer, the largest EM field is gen-
erated only at the crevice of Ag nanoaggregates [30], and
this largest EM field at the crevice dominates M1(�L,r)M2(�,r)
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Fig. 6. (A–C) Total emission spectra calculated by Eq. (5) (red lines) and experimental SERS spectra (blue lines, excited at 514, 568, and 647 nm in a dashed-and-dotted
lines) of R6G. (D–F) Spectra of M1(�L)M2(�) (red lines) and experimental plasma resonance spectra (blue lines). Note that left and right axes show M1(�L)M2(�) and the
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aken from Ref. [40].

23]. Thus,
∑N

i=1Mi
1(�L, ri)Mi

2(�, ri) is approximately written as
1(�L,ro)M2(�,ro) for a single-molecule in the crevice even if some

dditional molecules exist at positions other than the crevice. Here,
o denotes the position at the crevice.

We have identified that most Ag nanoaggregates showing both
ipolar plasma resonance and SERS activity are dimers [56]. Theo-
etical work has predicted that structural anisotropy of Ag dimers
nduces anisotropy in both plasma resonance and SERS [57,58].
o verify this prediction, we measured anisotropy of both plasma
esonance and SERS spectra, and then compared them with FDTD
alculations of plasma resonance spectra and M1(�L,r) using a mesh
ize 1.5 nm. Fig. 7A–C shows SEM image, the plasma resonance
pectra, and the SERS spectra obtained from a Ag dimer. Fig. 7F
hows that the FDTD calculations of polarization dependence of a
lasma resonance spectrum of the Ag dimer in Fig. 7E could well-
eproduce the experimental polarization dependence in Fig. 7B.
ig. 7F and G shows that structural anisotropy of the Ag dimer
nduces splitting of plasma resonance into the longitudinal mode at
20 nm and transverse mode <400 nm, and coupling of the longitu-
inal plasma resonance with light polarized along the long axis of
he Ag dimer generated the largest M1(�L,r) at the dimer crevices.
he agreement between experimental and calculated polarization

ependence suggests that the calculated spatial distribution of
1(�L,r) in Fig. 7G reflects local EM fields around an Ag dimer.

hus, the SERS in Fig. 7C is generated by EM field coupled with
he longitudinal plasma resonance at crevices. Indeed, Fig. 7D and

shows that experimental anisotropy of plasma resonance and
dependence of M1(�L). The values of M1(�L) are normalized at 514 nm. The values
F). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

M1(�L,r) well agreed with the calculated anisotropy. Note that r
was selected at an arbitrary position in the crevice in Fig. 7I. The
agreement is consistent with the prediction by the EM mechanism
that anisotropy of Ag nanoaggregates causes anisotropy of SERS.

We must consider the spectral shape of M2(�,r) to evaluate
the total spectral shape of M1(�L,r)M2(�,r) induced by plasma
resonance. Fig. 8A–C shows a SEM image of an Ag dimer, an exper-
imental plasma resonance spectrum, and an experimental SERS
spectrum, respectively. Fig. 8D–F shows the boundary condition
for an Ag dimer in the FDTD calculation, a calculated plasma reso-
nance spectrum, and a spectrum of M1(�L,ro)M2(�,ro), respectively.
The cross in Fig. 8H indicates the position ro selected for the cal-
culation of the spectrum in Fig. 8F. Note that we selected ro at an
arbitrary position in the crevice in Fig. 8H simply because we do
not consider rigorously the absolute value of M1(�L,ro)M2(�,ro)
in the calculations in Fig. 8E–G. Fig. 8B and E shows that the
experimental plasma resonance spectrum well-agreed with the
calculation. The agreement makes confident that the use of the
SEM morphology is valid for the boundary condition in the FDTD
calculation. Fig. 8E and F shows that the spectral shape of the
plasma resonance was quite similar to that of M1(�L,ro)M2(�,ro).
The similarity is reasonable considering that the EM enhancement

is induced by the plasma resonance [23,38–40]. Fig. 8C shows that
the SERS spectrum around 610 nm was selectively enhanced by
the plasma resonance in Fig. 8B. We found that the selectively
enhanced SERS spectra are common to all our experimental results
[19,38–40].
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Fig. 7. (A) SEM image, (B) polarization dependence of experimental plasma resonance spectra, and (C) polarization dependence of experimental SERS spectra of a Ag
dimer. (D) Polarization angle dependence of cross-sections of experimental plasma resonance (open circles with a dashed curve) and experimental EM enhancement factors
(crosses with a dashed curve). (E) Modeled structure of an Ag dimer for the FDTD calculation, (F) polarization dependence of a calculated plasma resonance spectrum, and
( ment
r th a d
o 0 nm
m calcu
T
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G) polarization dependence of calculated spatial distribution of first EM enhance
esonance (open circles with a dashed curve) and calculated EM factors (crosses wi
f the crevice of the Ag dimer in (E). Scale bars in (A, E, G, and I) are 50 nm, 50 nm, 5
edium, and circularly polarized incident light (532 nm) were selected in the FDTD

aken from Ref. [19].
To quantitatively evaluate twofold EM enhancement factors
sing the FDTD calculation with Yee cells, in which every com-
onents of an electric and a magnetic field are set at the center
f a side and of a plane in a cubic cell [59], we examined the
ccuracy in our calculations by comparing FDTD calculations with
factors. (H) Polarization angle dependence of cross-sections of calculated plasma
ashed curve) as a function of polarization angles. (I) Magnified view in the vicinity
and 1.5 nm, respectively. Mesh size 1.5 nm, refractive index 1.3 of the surrounding
lation.
self-consistent calculation under the common calculation condi-
tions [17]. Note that we did not employ self-consistent calculation
because our calculation is limited to asymmetrical Ag nanostruc-
tures although self-consistent calculation offers an exact solution
to symmetrical Ag nanostructures [17]. We further address an issue
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Fig. 8. (A) SEM image, (B) experimental plasma resonance spectrum, and (C) experimental SERS spectrum, (D) modeled structure in the FDTD calculation, (E) calculated
plasma resonance spectrum, and (F) calculated spectrum of EM enhancement factor of an Ag dimer. (G) Calculated spectrum of spatial distribution of twofold EM enhancement
factors. (H) Magnified view in the vicinity of the crevice of the Ag dimer in (D). The SEM image, the plasma resonance spectrum, and the SERS spectrum in (A)–(C) were
o t facto
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bserved from the identical Ag nanoparticle. Spectrum of twofold EM enhancemen
re 50 nm, 50 nm and 1.5 nm, respectively. Mesh size 1.5 nm, refractive index 1.3 of
n the FDTD calculation.
aken from Ref. [19].

bout the use of Yee cells in FDTD calculation. The intensity of EM
eld is maximized at a surface and exponentially decays outside
ith increasing distance from the surface. However, for a surface
aving a curvature comparable to mesh size, the calculated expo-
ential decay and the peak intensity of EM field will be smoothed

nd smaller than the real intensity. This issue leads to underesti-
ation of EM field intensity at the surface, and is not negligible

or the surface having small curvature [17]. Fortunately, a factor
f underestimation can be reduced by the use of smaller meshes.
e selected the morphology of an Ag dimer equivalent to that in
rs in (F) was calculated at the position of cross in (H). Scale bars in (A, D, G, and H)
rrounding medium, and circularly polarized incident light (532 nm) were selected

Fig. 2A of Ref. [17], and evaluated a factor of underestimation for
the dimer with mesh size of 0.98, 0.5, and 0.2 nm; these values are
smaller than the gap of the dimer. Fig. 9A shows the morphology of
the selected Ag dimer. The x-axis is set to overlap with the long axis
of the dimer. An EM field reaches the theoretical maximum at the

local face-to-face surfaces along the x-axis, as shown in the square
in Fig. 9A. Note that we used electric flux density instead of an EM
field to avoid discontinuity of the field across the surface. Fig. 9B
shows the magnified view of the square in Fig. 9A. Fig. 9C shows a
spectrum of M1(�,r)2 calculated by the use of mesh size 0.98 nm.
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Fig. 9. (A) Modeled structure of an Ag dimer in the FDTD calculation. (B) Magnified view of the vicinity of the gap in the modeled structure. (C) Calculation spectrum of the
twofold EM enhancement factor at the cross in (B). (D) Calculated cross-section of spatial distribution of the electric flux density (black broken line, red broken line and blue
s ution
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olid line; mesh size is 1.5 nm, 0.5 nm and 0.2 nm, respectively). (E) Spatial distrib
alculated enhancement factor in Fig. 2(A) of Ref. [17]. Note that the cross-section in
) is 50 nm, 1.0 nm, and 50 nm, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to
aken from Ref. [19].

he spectral maximum locates at ∼418 nm, which agrees with Fig.
A in Ref. [17]. This agreement provides evidence that the plasma
esonance for the FDTD calculation of M1(�,r)2 is correct.

Here, we explain the criterion for the accuracy in the calcula-
ion of M1(�,r)2. The distance d outside from the surface, where
he electric flux density is reduced by a factor of |1/e|2, is defined
s d = �/(2�

√
−ε (�)). Here ε is a dielectric constant of Ag (or a

acuum) [60,61]. Along the long axis of a dimer, the ratio of the
ecay length of bulk Ag dAg to that of vacuum dv remains constant
dv/dAg ∼ 2.36) [60,61]. Thus, we can evaluate the accuracy in FDTD
alculation from the deviation of the ratio from ∼2.36. Fig. 9D shows
he decay curves of the electric flux density at 418 nm with several

esh sizes. The ratios evaluated are 0.18, 0.4, and 2.0 with mesh
ize 0.98, 0.5, and 0.2 nm, respectively. The value of 2.0 is satisfac-
ory considering that FDTD calculation using 0.2 nm mesh requires
computational time longer than 20 days. The calculated electric
ux density at the center of the gap is well consistent with self-
onsistent calculation of Fig. 2B in Ref. [17] as shown by the cross
n Fig. 9D.
Finally, we calculate SERS cross-section spectra by the use of
esh size 0.2 nm to quantitatively evaluate twofold enhancement

actors. In Fig. 10, we show a set of SERS cross-section spec-
ra acquired from the same dimer with three different incident
avelengths (Fig. 10C–E). The SERS cross-sections were calculated
of the electric flux density Dx. The cross-pointed by the arrow in (D) indicates the
dicates the electric flux density along the dashed line in (E). Scale bars in (A, B, and
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

by multiplying M1(�L,ro)M2(�,ro) with �RS(�L,�) + q�FL(�L,�) using
three �L (Fig. 10H–J) [40], where ro (the cross in Fig. 10K) is the
location of the center of a R6G molecule. The center locates at
∼0.8 nm from the Ag surface. This distance is sufficiently large for
blocking charge transfer interaction between R6G molecules and
Ag surfaces [62–64]. The shape of the SERS spectra is correctly
reproduced in the calculations, and moreover, the experimental
cross-sections are consistent with the calculations within a fac-
tor of ∼2, which is acceptable considering the huge enhancement
factor of 109 involved in the SERS process. This quantitative con-
sistency of the experimental SERS spectra with the calculations for
three incident wavelengths provided us with convincing evidence
for the EM mechanism, in which SERS is described as the product of
Raman scattering and plasma resonance of the nanostructure [19].

5. Summary and future potential of SERS applications

We have quantitatively investigated the EM mechanism of
SERS and demonstrated its absolute validity. Ag nanoaggregate-

by-nanoaggregate variations and refractive index dependence of
SERS spectra are well-explained by the selective enhancement
of SERS bands whose maxima are close to the plasma resonance
maxima [38,39]. The selective enhancement is evidence of the
second EM enhancement. The EM mechanism was examined by
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Fig. 10. (A) SEM image of an Ag dimer, (B) experimental plasma resonance spectrum, and experimental SERS spectra excited at (C) 532, (D) 561, and (E) 633 nm. (F) Modeled
structure of an Ag dimer in the FDTD calculation, (G) calculated plasma resonance spectrum and calculated SERS spectra excited at (H) 532, (I) 561, and (J) 633 nm. (K)
Magnified view in the vicinity of the crevice of the model structure in (F). Spatial distribution of calculated twofold EM enhancement factor excited at (L) 532, (M) 561, and
(J) 633 nm. Experimental plasma resonance maximum in (B) was ∼620 nm, its FWHM was ∼60 nm, and its cross-section was ∼1 × 10−11 cm2. Circularly polarized incident
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) are 50 nm. Scale bar in (K) is 0.5 nm.

aken from Ref. [19].

hanging three parameters and calculating SERS spectra: twofold
M enhancement factors, Raman scattering plus fluorescence spec-
ra, and excitation wavelengths. Numerical values of the three
arameters with fluorescence quenching factors are consistent
ith the predicted ones in the frame work of the EM mechanism

23,40]. Experimental observations of plasma resonance, SERS, and
orphology of the Ag nanoaggregates were compared with FDTD

alculations for the EM field induced by plasma resonance and
ndividual morphology of Ag nanoaggregates [19]. The experimen-
al enhancement factors ∼109 were consistent with calculations
ithin an error factor of ∼2 [19]. We conclusively fortify the indis-
ensible importance of the EM mechanism with our results and
xtend it to the design of metal nanostructures for generating
trong SERS.

In a series of SERS work, Ag/R6G systems were employed as
he model system. Here, the chemical enhancement was ignored.
owever, strong chemical enhancement is reported for Ag/pyridine
ystems [3,25–29,65]. The chemical enhancement is most likely
o depend on the specific target molecules; large molecules such
s R6G, for which the resonance is hardly affected by adsorption,
s probably reasonable to show diminished chemical enhance-

ent. Our investigations of quantitative nature of the twofold EM
rounding medium were selected in the FDTD calculation. Scale bars in (A, F, L, and

enhancement should separate the EM and the chemical enhance-
ment factors and help us to quantify the degree of chemical
enhancement in the near future.

Finally let us comment on the application of SERS. Feasibilities of
SERS applications have been spread to quite broad fields, from anal-
ysis of agrichemicals to label-free ultra-sensitive DNA detections
[10–13]. The advantageous points of SERS are high-sensitivity and
ability of multiplexed discrimination of several kinds of molecules
without the use of fluorescent markers. Fortunately, almost all
biomolecules carry amino groups, which have high-affinity for Ag
and Au surfaces. Thus, SERS can be an intrinsically potential method
for label free detection of biomolecules. We consider that a bottle-
neck of SERS is the lack of a detailed library of SERS spectra like IR,
NMR and Raman scattering spectra. The lack of the library always
prevents researchers from practical SERS application. However, the
creation of such a library is quite laborious because of SERS spectral
fluctuation [5–8,66–69]. Here we report two kinds of our feasibility

work for interfacing SERS with biotechnology. First is the detections
of biomolecules on the surface of single yeast cells [41,42]. Thanks
to the high-sensitivity of SERS, with which we could detect a sur-
face protein in yeast cells at single-molecule level and within 5 s.
The detected proteins has tentatively been attributed to a kind of
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annoprotein [41,42]. Second is the detection of low levels of gly-
ated hemoglobin (HbA1c) in the presence of normal hemoglobin
HbA) [44]. Thanks to the detailed spectral structures of SERS, with
hich we could discriminate HbA1c from HbA molecules within
s [43]. Although specific identification of biomolecules by SERS
nalysis is difficult, development of a detailed library of SERS spec-
ra would be valuable for identifying novel applications of SERS
4,70–76].
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